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Scotmas and Interface 
10 years on

Interface has been an integral part of 
the innovation journey for Kelso-
based water treatment company 
Scotmas since 2007, when the 
business faced a challenge of product 
testing for a client.
 We have developed a long-term, 
trusted relationship, helping the 
innovation driven company to partner 
with numerous Scottish universities 
and research institutions over the 
years as they expand into new 
markets, develop new products and 
refine processes. Currently Scotmas 
have two Knowledge Transfer 
Partnerships underway with Heriot 
Watt University.
The family business now employs 46 
people and provides chlorine dioxide 
water solutions around the world – 
including in Doha for the Qatar World 
Cup 2022 and in villages in southern 
India.

World-leading success from local knowledge 
 

Professor Sir Pete Downes, Chair, Interface Strategic Board

Welcome to Interface’s 2015-16 Annual Review. It has been a busy and 
productive year; conducting more expertise searches for businesses, 
strengthening the support for key industry sectors through co-working on 
research & development challenges with academia and celebrating the cream 
of collaborative successes at the Scottish Knowledge Exchange Awards. 

In monetary terms, companies supported by Interface add an estimated £70million into the economy each year through new 
services, processes or products, or efficiencies leading to cost savings.

Interface has sparked interest from around the world inspiring other countries to look carefully at our success in enabling 
business to academic collaborations, which have a major impact on the economy and society. Interface’s contribution to the 
innovation landscape is much valued by its partners and its commitment to the Scotland CAN DO innovation agenda ensures 
Interface has an embedded and highly regarded role driving business access to university knowledge and expertise, making a 
significant contribution to Scotland’s ambition to be a leading innovation nation. 

ENGAGING WITH BUSINESSES
In 2015/16:

387 expertise enquiries scoped and presented to 
universities and research institutions

332 companies entered into discussions with a 
university and research institution

The Business Engagement team has grown to 
11 members, with new staff in the Highlands 
and Islands and Aberdeenshire. Each has 
established connections with Scotland’s 23 
universities and research institutions. Based 
the length and breadth of Scotland the team 
is impartial and experienced in understanding 
the needs of businesses and translating them 
into opportunities for academic experts. The 
searches for academic expertise often require 
out of the box thinking: 71% of businesses 
were partnered with academic disciplines out 
with their industry sector. 92% of all company-

led enquiries identified relevant expertise and 24% of businesses had three or 
more universities and research institutions respond to their search.

We connect with businesses through events, targeted communications, social 
media, and through our relationships with Scottish Enterprise, Highlands and 
Islands Enterprise, Business Gateway, Trade Associations and other support 
organisations. We also maintain ongoing links with businesses we’ve already 
worked with leading to longer-term, impactful partnerships with academia. 
Our work with Scotmas over the last decade demonstrates what can be achieved.

Resulting in 172 collaborative projects

Interface BE team from L to R: Lorraine 
Thomson, Louise Arnold, Mari Findlay, 
Shelley Breckenridge, Rhiannon Merritt, 
Laura Goodfellow, Carol-Ann Adams, 
Gillian Hambley, Lorna Watson, Fiona 
Schäfer, Sharon Shaw.



FUNDING

CONTINUED PARTNERSHIP FUNDING
The Follow On Innovation Voucher Scheme administered by Interface is unique in that three separate public organisations 
– Scottish Funding Council, Scottish Enterprise and Highlands and Islands Enterprise – work together to approve funding 
applications.  Follow On Innovation Vouchers provided funding up to £20,000 matched in cash by businesses to encourage 
partners which have already collaborated to work together on larger scale projects building on initial research. In 2016 we 
asked businesses which had received this funding about outcomes and impacts generated as a result:

Interface administers the Innovation Voucher Scheme on behalf of the Scottish Funding Council, Scottish Enterprise and 
Highlands and Islands Enterprise to support businesses working with academia.

This year saw the 1000th Standard Innovation Voucher awarded by the Scottish Funding Council, administered by Interface, which enabled 
Droman Crime Solutions Ltd to develop a prototype demonstrator of cyber security training for police officers through games based learning. 
The company partnered with Abertay University for their internationally recognised expertise in computer games education and ethical 
hacking. 
A demonstration of the prototype to police forces was positively received in September 2016, with significant interest shown from law 
enforcement agencies outside Scotland. 
Cybercrime costs the Scottish economy an estimated £3bn a year, so upskilling police officers in how to respond to and prevent cybercrime 
would make Scotland a safer place to do business and ensure a more resilient economy. As a web-based product, this prototype could also 
provide savings in training budgets.

1000 Reasons to innovate

125
Standard Innovation 
Vouchers approved, 

value of

£620,764

6
Follow On Innovation 
Vouchers approved, 

value of

£92,343

Funding in figures: 2015-2016

2
Student Placement 

Innovation Vouchers 
approved, value of

£7,658

Funding in figures: 2009-2016

1,074
Standard Innovation 
Vouchers approved, 

value of

£5,148,000

53
Follow On Innovation 
Vouchers approved, 

value of

£694,464

of companies 
reported an increase 
in turnover

of companies 
indicated that the 
project would have 
gone ahead but it 
would have been 
smaller and taken 
longer without the 
funding

of companies 
reported they were 
satisfied/extremely 
satisfied with the 
level of academic 
support received 

of companies 
reported continued 
partnership with 
the universities or 
research institutions

of companies have 
invested their own 
finance in further 
R&D activities

100%45% 61% 89%67%



CELEBRATING INTERFACE FOOD & DRINK 2011 - 2016

100 projects funded

17 Scottish university partners £1.29m
funding approved

£2.77m total
value

of projects including in-kind contributionscontributions from industry
£589kCash

COMMON INTEREST GROUPS - 
ACHIEVING MORE TOGETHER
Between 2011-2016 food and drink businesses working together through common 
interest groups have reaped the benefits of academic partnerships:

In January 2016, Interface Food & Drink hosted the Food From Thought event 
that showcased what Interface Food & Drink does best – making connections. 
The event led directly to a competition-winning project between the Scottish 
Association for Marine Science and Davidsons Animal Feeds which investigated 
seaweed as an ingredient in the animal feeds industry.

A collaboration of 19 soft fruit growers in Angus together with academic expertise 
from Scottish Biofuels Programme, Edinburgh Napier University, Universities 
of Edinburgh and Strathclyde to investigate converting waste plastics into new 
products, was one of a series of projects funded through Interface Food & Drink.  
The estimated volume of waste agricultural plastics produced in Scotland is 22,945 
tonnes per year and there is a growing recognition by the wider agricultural 
community of the need to develop novel solutions that can realise enhanced value 
by increased recycling and recovery. 

16 support
organisations 27 funded

projects

8 involving more than one university partnerprojects

16 Common
Interest Groups

involving 200
companies

12 universities and RIs involved in Common 
Interest Groups

Interface Food & Drink, from L to R: Howell 
Davies, Theresa Shutter, Helen Pratt, Lorna 
McIvor

The Scottish Rapeseed Oil Common Interest Group, saw a group of rapeseed oil producers, who 
had been separately pursuing academic projects, come together with the support of Interface Food 
& Drink. They benefited from Scotland Food & Drink’s Market Insights and worked together with 
University of Aberdeen, Heriot-Watt University and Queen Margaret University to develop their 
collective reputation and to open up new commercial opportunities. The Scottish cold pressed 
rapeseed oil industry has seen sales increase by 18.5% in Scotland year on year (KantarWorldPanel).

Scottish Rapeseed Oil Common Interest Group

Resource Efficiency 
Industry Advisory Group 
for Food & Drink

The close cooperation and partnership 
between Interface Food & Drink, Zero 
Waste Scotland and the Scottish Food 
and Drink Federation (SFDF) created 
this group, which comprises many 
prominent Scottish food manufacturers. 
The group continues to drive 
sustainability through innovation and 
provides a forum for direct interaction 
between businesses and academia 
to share best practices in resource 
efficiency. They have been involved 
in a number of projects around the 
themes of contaminated packaging, 
heat recovery and effluent treatment. 
An Interface Food & Drink feasibility 
study will help one of the members save 
£600,000 a year on energy costs and 
the research data from the project with 
Edinburgh Napier University has been 
shared amongst the members.



STRENGTHENING SECTOR SUPPORT
Although the five year Interface Food & Drink project, funded by the Scottish 
Funding Council, comes to an end in November 2016, both multiparty and 
individual food and drink businesses will continue to be supported by Interface 
through the dedicated sector team members and the business engagement team.

The announcement by the Scottish Government in June 2016 of £250,000 funding 
has allowed Interface to bolster its team by four new staff to support three key 
sectors – creative industries, food and drink and tourism.

Paul Wheelhouse MSP - Minister for Business, Innovation and Energy said: 
  

I’m delighted to announce this additional funding for Interface, an 
organisation that performs a vital role in stimulating demand for 
innovation. This funding fulfils a commitment in our Programme 
for Government and will allow the organisation to enhance 

its team of experts and, thereby, extend its help to groups of companies and 
organisations in three key target sectors to discover the benefits of collaborating 
and partnering with academics from our world-class universities and research 
institutions.”

From past to future

Bringing the past to life by harnessing 
3D technology has enhanced the 
visitor experience for Timespan, a 
museum located in the far north of 
Scotland in Helmsdale, Sutherland. 
The attraction wanted to virtually 
reconstruct the landscape around a 
settlement showing life in 1813 to 
mark the bicentenary of the Highland 
Clearances.

Interface connected them to the 
University of St Andrews and, through 
a Scottish Funding Voucher Standard 
Innovation Voucher, the partnership 
produced the first virtual world with 
historical content and brought the 
museum to the attention of funding 
bodies and media, enhancing its 
reputation and the visitor experience. 

Since developing the new exhibit 
more people have visited Timespan 
year on year; from 12,000 visitors in 
2013 to an estimated 14,000 visitors 
in 2016, increasing profits from 
museum admissions and other visitor 
related income by several thousand 
pounds.

The collaborative project was included 
in the University of St Andrews’ 
submission to the Research Excellence 
Framework (REF 2014), which 
assessed research excellence and 
impact across the UK.

STRENGTHENING COLLABORATIONS
Interface continues to work closely with Scotland’s eight Innovation Centres to 
ensure effective cross referrals and stimulate demand for further collaborative 
academic projects. We work together through joint marketing and demand 
stimulation activities to encourage businesses to continue their innovation 
journey through developing their initial academic collaborations into larger 
transformational projects.

BEING INCLUSIVE 

Many of the projects facilitated by Interface underpin the key themes of 
environmental sustainability, equality and social inclusion.  One particular focus 
is to take a proactive approach to reduce gender imbalance.  Our analysis of the 
applications to the Innovation Voucher Scheme in 2015/16, demonstrate that  
1 in 3 company applicants are women (31%).  This compares very 
favourably when benchmarked against similar schemes such as Innovate UK where 
1 in 7 applications are from females. 

SCOTLAND CAN DO 
Interface continues to support the Scotland CAN DO 
framework, helping create a world-leading entrepreneurial 
and innovative nation.



SCOTTISH KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE 
AWARDS
Celebrating successful collaborations saw the inaugural Scottish Knowledge 
Exchange Awards take place in February 2016. Hosted by Interface and building 
on our annual Interface excellence awards this event attracted more than 250 
delegates and a great line-up of speakers and workshops featuring companies 
showcasing how working with academia had impacted their businesses.

The winners were: 

• Payfont and Edinburgh Napier University (Innovation of the Year)

• University of Strathclyde KTP Associate Laura Kreiling for her work with   
 Alexander Dennis (Building Skills through Knowledge Exchange)

• Soltropy and Heriot-Watt University (Sustained Partnership)

• Stratified Medicine Scotland Innovation Centre led by the University of Glasgow  
 and the University of Strathclyde’s Technology Innovation Centre  (joint winners  
 Multi-Party Collaboration)

• Professor Steve Beaumont, Former Vice-Principal for Research & Enterprise at  
 University of Glasgow (Outstanding Contribution to Knowledge Exchange)

Congratulations all!

SPECIALIST FACILITIES PLATFORM LAUNCH
In May we launched a new online platform to promote and make the search 
for Specialist Facilities available throughout Scotland’s universities and research 
institutions easier for businesses. A short promotional film was also produced 
to showcase the available specialist facilities. Colin Borland, Federation of Small 
Business, said: 

We must bust the myth that business innovation isn’t for smaller 
businesses, especially those in traditional sectors. This important 
initiative could help build bridges between entrepreneurs and 
academia.” 

Stepping into science

StEPS Podiatry, an award-winning 
private podiatrist clinic in Troon, 
which works with professional 
footballers and athletes, partnered 
with the University of Strathclyde to 
access highly specialised equipment 
to provide a service to help prevent 
injury by using an in-depth study of 
feet. 

StEPS Podiatry owner Dr Vicki 
Cameron accessed highly specialised 
3D gait analysis equipment and is one 
of the few independent podiatrists 
in Scotland trained in the use and 
interpretation of this equipment. 
She now offers the most cutting 
edge treatments, rarely available 
elsewhere, thanks to the collaboration 
with academia. 

With 4,000 patients, the business 
has grown considerably in recent 
years, creating new jobs with plans to 
expand into the Middle East in 2016. 
The collaboration with the University 
of Strathclyde continues, carrying out 
further work on 3D gait analysis to 
help prevent injury.

The Scottish Knowledge Exchange Awards 2016 
winners along with Margaret Burgess MSP, 
Minister for Housing and Welfare

We continue to work with our university partners 
to actively promote the technology opportunities 
that are available, through the University Technology 

website, for businesses to commercialise, invest in or co-develop further. Scottish 
universities have a long history of innovation and University Technology has 
been designed to simplify the technology transfer process and make it easier for 
businesses to work with universities.

Save the date for the second annual Scottish Knowledge Exchange Awards 
21st February 2017

15% increase in Specialist Facilities enquiries since 
the launch of the online platform and promotional video. 



INTERNATIONAL INTEREST FROM 
AUSTRALIA
Interest in Interface continued from veski, 
an Australian organisation which fosters 
innovation, with Interface Director Dr. Siobhán 
Jordan being invited to Melbourne as a resident 
expert and, in turn, the team hosting veski chief 
executive Julia Page in Scotland a few months 
later. We introduced Julia to a large number 
of academic contacts and businesses during 
her short visit to Edinburgh so she could learn 
the key ingredients of a successful academia – 
business ecosystem.

 

LOOKING AHEAD 
A key focus in 2016 was the Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design, enabling 
us to connect VisitScotland, Scotland’s national tourism organisation, to academic 
expertise through a competition to develop an interactive and innovative digital 
product designed to showcase Scotland’s places of interest and inspire visitors to 
come to Scotland. Look out for news of the winning product soon!

Looking ahead, 2017 is the Year of History, Heritage and Archaeology, providing 
more inspiration for industry and academia to co-create for economic and societal 
impact.

Over the next twelve months we look forward to supporting an increased number 
of impactful business – academic projects the length and breadth of Scotland 
through our Business Engagement and newly formed sector teams.  Working 
alongside the Interface Strategic Board we have prioritised three underpinning 
and enabling themes to further enhance Interface’s own systems and processes 
– delivering impacts, digital approaches and enhanced relationship building.  
Innovation is the heartbeat of the Interface team and we look forward to 
supporting greater demand stimulation from the business community that is 
committed to accessing the research and knowledge capability and expertise of 
Scottish universities and research institutions.

GROWING VALUE SCOTLAND 
Over the past twelve months The National Centre for Universities and Business (NCUB) produced three reports on business-
university collaboration and the Scottish economy. Dr Siobhán Jordan, Interface’s Director, participated in the steering group 
of the Growing Value Scotland Taskforce, which made nine recommendations, including the need for businesses to take 
responsibility for their own innovation and the importance of unique approaches for each industry sector. Strong support for a 
step change in innovation and the impact of business-university collaboration was highlighted in the reports.

A bright future 

Bright Red Publishing is a multi-award 
winning independent publishing 
company which develops and 
produces high quality study guides 
for Scotland’s national education 
qualifications.  They collaborated 
with Edinburgh Napier University to 
create a unique on-line Digital Zone 
to further support students and 
teachers by complementing their 
printed materials. Due to the great 
relationship developed between the 
company and the academic the initial 
project which was funded through 
a Standard Innovation Voucher led 
onto a larger scale project supported 
through a Follow On Innovation 
Voucher. As a result, to date, 50,000 
pupils, parents and teachers have 
signed up to the Digital Zone and one 
million tests have been taken.

veski visit to Edinburgh Napier 
University, from L to R: Julia Page 
(veski), Jamie Graves (ZoneFox), 
Professor Bill Buchanan (Edinburgh 
Napier University), Suzy Powell 
(Interface), Susan Robertson (Innovators 
Magazine), John MacPherson (Bright 
Red Publishing)



20 Potterrow
Edinburgh EH8 9BL 
interface-online.org.uk
0845 013 0536
info@interface-online.org.uk

People make connections

Thank you to our funders for your support over the past year:

People are what makes Interface unique – and the team, 
located across Scotland, is a key ingredient to Interface’s 
success. Being people-centred and our motto of “get it 
right for businesses” allows all companies to speak to a real 
person, ask all the questions they need and for the team to 
really get to the heart of the challenge or business issue at 
stake. 
Strong, productive and successful collaborations are enabled by our core values: 
knowledge, approachability, passion, creativity, integrity, commitment and 
achievement.

Our values are reflected in our everyday activities, from the way we approach 
each new industry led opportunity, to our strong relationships with university 
partners and other stakeholders. Knowledge and integrity run through all of our 
work, saving businesses time and resource by tapping into academic expertise 
through impartial brokerage. Our team works alongside colleagues whose skills 
and talents bolster their activities: from our systems and finance guru, Alan, who 
makes sure we are well-connected; to Cherry, who ensures smooth running and 
administration across the team and offices; not forgetting the marketing team, 
which stimulates company demand and promotes the many amazing stories of 
successful business-academic collaborations to our different audiences through a 
variety of platforms, and Laura who administers Innovation Vouchers on behalf of 
the Scottish Funding Council.

We are passionate about helping businesses realise their 
potential, turning ideas into invoices.

Early collaborations with Abertay 
University and University of Edinburgh 
developed a more market-ready 
seaweed seasonings product. Building 
on their success of partnering with 
academia the company have also 
collaborated with The Scottish 
Association for Marine Science and 
University of the Highlands and Islands 
to investigate options for sustainable 
year-round seaweed production with 
£400,000 of funding from Innovate UK.  
This year, Mara Seaweed broke into the 
US market with their shake-on seaweed 
flakes. The products have racked up 
several top industry awards including 
one in the UK food world’s equivalent 
of the Olympics - Mara’s Applewood 
Smoked Dulse won a Gold Medal - Three 
Stars - one of only 141 products to win 
the highest accolade out of 10,000 
entries to this year’s Great Taste Awards. 
They have also caught the attention of 
several well-known experts including 
Paul Hollywood - co-host of the Great 
British Bake Off!

Success breeds success


